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Kinetic analyses of both the Mn2+- and Mg2'-activated 
hydrolysis of  dGTP  by  MutT  show the requirement for 
two divalent cations.  Whereas Mn2+ supports a 20-fold 
lower kcat (0.19 s-l) than Mg2' (4.0 s-l), the K ,  of 
Mn2+-dGTP  (6.3 p ~ )  is 45-fold  lower than  that of 
Mg2'mdGTP  (284 p ~ ) .  Adenosine 5'-(a,P-methylenetrii- 
phosphate) (AMPCPP) is a linear competitive inhibitor 
with respect to dGTP with a Ki for Mn2+.AMPCPP (42 p ~ )  
which is 57-fold lower than  the Ki of Me-AMPCPP (2.4 
mm). Such tightening suggests that a metal-bridge 
E.M2+.NTP-M2+  complex is the catalytically active spe- 
cies.  The 12 dissociation constants describing the qua- 
ternary MutT-M2+-AMPCPP.M2+  complex were  evalu- 
ated for both Mn2+ and M F ,  using EPR and NMR 
methods.  MutT binds a single Mn2+ with a Kd of  130  40 
p~ in reasonable agreement with the kinetically deter- 
mined activator constant of Mn2+ of  230 * 72 p ~ .  The 
MutTeAMPCPP  complex binds two  Mn2+  ions, the 
weaker of which has a & of  16 2 p~ in agreement with 
the kinetically determined K?% of  26  10 p ~ .  MutT-Mn2+ 
binds Mn2+.AMPCPP with & of  16 4 p ~ ,  whereas MutT 
alone binds Mn2+-AMPCPP with a & of  135 * 30 p ~ .  The 
17-fold enhanced paramagnetic effect of  Mn2+ on the lon- 
gitudinal relaxation rate of water protons found  with 
the binary MutT-Mn2+  complex decreases to 4.7-fold 
upon binding of  AMPCPP and to 8.7-fold upon binding of 
Mn2+.AMPCPP, further supporting a metal-bridge 
MutT-M2+.NTP-M2+  complex. By competition  with Mn2+ 
MutT binds Mg2' at one site with a & of  7.5 m ~ ,  and 
MutT-AMPCPP binds M 8 +  at two sites, the weaker of 
which has a Kd of  0.9 mm. These  values are comparable to 
the kinetically determined KF of 15 * 7 mm and K F  of  1.7 

0.7 m ~ ,  respectively. Studies with the racemic, substi- 
tution-inert P,y-bidentate tetraamminecobalt (III)+,y 
phosphate-ATP  (Cos+(NHs)&TP)  complex  show that 
MutT  slowly  hydrolyzes  only the A stereoisomer but re- 
quires M e +  or Mn2+ to do so, confirming a dual metal  ion 
requirement. 

Although mutT was  the  first  mutator gene discovered in 
Escherichia coli (Treffers et  al.,  1954), relatively  little is known 
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at the molecular level about why a defective mutT gene results 
in a thousand-fold increase in a single class of DNA base  pair 
substitution,  an A T  to C:G transversion (Yanofsky et  al., 1966; 
Fowler et al . ,  1992). To date,  the only enzymatic activity  dem- 
onstrated for the  MutT  protein is a nucleoside triphosphatase 
that hydrolyzes all canonical  nucleoside triphosphates (NTPs)' 
with a preference for deoxyguanosine triphosphate  (dGTP) 
(Bhatnagar  and  Bessman, 1988; Akiyama et al., 1989; Bhatna- 
gar et al . ,  1991). This activity is  linked  to  the  mutator pheno- 
type (Bhatnagar et al., 19901, and  strains that produce MutT 
protein with low dGTPase  activity  concomitantly  display high 
mutation  rates (Bullions, 1993). Homologs of the mutT gene 
have been  isolated in  other  organisms (Bullions,  1993), and a 
hydrolase for 8-oxo-dGTP which may be related to the  bacterial 
enzymes has recently  been reported  in  human cells (Mo et al., 
1992). 

The hydrolysis of dGTP  in  the MutT-catalyzed  reaction oc- 
curs  through a nucleophilic substitution at the  rarely  attacked 
P-phosphorus atom of dGTP  to yield dGMP and pyrophosphate 
(Weber et al . ,  1992). In biological reactions,  substitutions at the 
a-phosphorus of an NTP  to yield pyrophosphate are common. 
There  are  currently only six other enzymes, all  synthetases, 
known to catalyze substitution at the P-phosphorus of an NTP, 
presumably because of the  greater electron density at this po- 
sition (Mildvan, 1970). MutT is the first hydrolase in this small 
group. This unique  chemistry  makes physical studies of the 
MutT  enzyme of substantive mechanistic interest. 

Like MutT, the six synthetases that catalyze nucleophilic 
substitution at the p-phosphorus of an  NTP  all  require diva- 
lent  cations for activity. Phosphoribosylpyrophosphate synthe- 
tase (Switzer, 1971; Li et al., 1978; Granot et al., 1980) and 
phosphoenolpyruvate synthase  (Berman  and Cohn, 1970) 
have been  shown by both  kinetic  and  metal  binding  studies  to 
require two divalent  cations at the active site. With pyruvate- 
orthophosphate  dikinase (Michaels et  al.,  1978) and  thiamin 
pyrophosphokinase  (Kaziro,  1959) kinetic  data  suggest a dual 
divalent  cation  requirement, since optimal activity is achieved 
only when  the  concentration of the  divalent  cation  activator 
well exceeds the level required to saturate  the  NTP  substrate. 
Although the  metal ion requirements  have not been  investi- 
gated  quantitatively for dihydropteridine pyrophosphokinase 
(Shiota et al., 1969) or for 3-pyrophosphoryl-guanosine diphos- 
phate  synthetase (Sy and  Lipmann, 19731, the  concentrations 
of  Mg2+ used  in  routine  assays of these enzymes far exceed 
the levels required to saturate the NTP. These observations 
raise  the  interesting possibility that all enzymes that catalyze 
nucleophilic substitution at the electron  rich p-phosphorus of 

The abbreviations used are: NTP(s), nucleoside triphosphate(s); 
Cos+(NH3),ATP, tetraaminecobalt  (111)-p,yphosphate-ATP; AMPCPP, 
adenosine 5'-(a,p-methylenetriphosphate); HSQC, heteronuclear single 
quantum coherence. 
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NTP may require two divalent cations to do so. The MutT re- 
action, a relatively simple hydrolysis, rather  than a compli- 
cated synthetic process,  provides a unique opportunity to test 
this possibility further. The present study demonstrates, by 
both kinetic and binding studies, that  the MutT reaction re- 
quires two divalent cations. One metal coordinates the p- and 
y-phosphates of the NTP substrate,  and  the  other binds to the 
enzyme, raising its affinity for the metal-NTP complex. These 
findings suggest the formation of a kinetically active 
MutT.M2+.NTP.M2+ metal-bridge complex. A preliminary ab- 
stract of this work has been published (Frick et al., 1993). 

EXPERIMENTAL  PROCEDURES 

Materials 
Preparation ofMutT-The mutT gene was subcloned into the plasmid 

vector peTllb (Novagen) and expressed under control of the T7 promoter 
in E. coli strain HMS174(DE3)  (Novagen,  Madison, WI). When induced, 
this system produces 40-50  mg  of MutT protein per liter of culture. The 
soluble  MutT  enzyme was purified using the method of Bhatnagar and 
Bessman (1988) except that  the final two  DEAE-cellulose  columns  were 
substituted with a single DEAE-Sepharose  fast-flow  column at pH  7.5, 
eluting with 50 m~ Tris-C1,  pH  7.5, with a stepwise gradient from 50 to 
150 m~ NaCl. At this  stage,  the protein was judged to be  more than 98% 
pure by sodium dodecyl sulfate-gel electrophoresis. The MutT protein 
was then concentrated by lyophilization and redissolving in 50 m~ Tris- 
C1, pH  7.5, passed down a Sephadex G-25  column,  dialyzed against 1 m~ 
Tris-C1 containing a 0.01%  (v/v) suspension of Chelex  100  to  remove trace 
metal contaminants, and again concentrated by lyophilization. The ho- 
mogeneous  MutT protein had a specific activity of  70 2 5 unitdmg under 
standard  assay conditions (Bhatnagar et al., 1991), and  a 1% solution of 
this pure MutT gave an Ai% = 22.0 at pH  7.5. 

Preparation of ly-32PldGTP-[y-32PldGTP  was prepared by trans- 
phosphorylation of dGDP  from  [y-3zP]ATP catalyzed by nucleoside-di- 
phosphate kinase (EC  2.7.4.6, Sigma) and purified, as described (Bhat- 
nagar et al., 1991). 

Preparation of Co3+(NH3)&TP-/3,y-Bidentate Co3+(NH3),ATP was 
prepared and purified and its structure established, as described by 
Cornelius et al. (1988), by 31P NMR at 101.25  MHz using a Bruker AM 
250  NMR Spectrometer, and by W-visible absorption spectroscopy  from 
200 to 650  nm using a Perkin-Elmer-Cetus Instruments Lambda 9 
UVMSINIR Spectrophotometer. The A stereoisomer was purified from 
the resulting racemic mixture using yeast hexokinase and glucose  to 
remove the A stereoisomer (Cornelius and Cleland, 1978;  Li et al., 1978; 
Cleland and Mildvan,  1979). 

Methods 
Kinetic  Studies-Unless otherwise stated, all kinetic and thermody- 

namic experiments were  done at 23 "C in  the presence of 50 m~ Tris-C1, 
pH 7.5. The concentration of MutT was determined spectrophotometri- 
cally using Ai; = 22.0. Concentrations of dGTP  were determined using 
eZs2 = 1.37 x lo4 M" cm-l, and of AMPCPP using = 1.54 x lo4 M - ~  
cm". 

Kinetic experiments with Mg2+- or Mn2+-activated MutT were per- 
formed by measuring [32Plpyrophosphate released from  [y-32P]dGTP as 
described (Bhatnagar et al., 1991).  However, a 50-pl reaction volume 
was used, and no  bovine serum albumin, glycerol, or EDTAwas present 
in  the reaction mixture. Under these conditions, the velocity of the 
reaction was linear with both time and enzyme concentration, not more 
than 10%  of the substrate was hydrolyzed, and the lowest amount of 
132Plpyrophosphate produced was more than twice that of background 
levels. 

Kinetic studies with Co3+(NH3I4ATP as substrate were carried out by 
monitoring changes in  the circular dichroism of the racemic  complex 
and independently by the appearance of  AMP.  CD spectra of 
Co3+(NH3)&TP were collected  on an A W  60DS spectropolarimeter 
from  450 to 650 nm by subtracting eight scans of buffer from eight scans 
of sample. A 2-nm step size was  used with a 1-cm path length and 0.5-s 
integration time. The appearance ofAMP was assayed according  to the 
method of Adams (1965) except that 5 m~ MgC12 was used instead of 
MgSO,, 50 m~ KC1 was added to the reaction mixture, and  the coupling 
enzymes were diluted into 50 m~ Tris-C1,  pH  7.5. 

Binding Studies-The binding ofAMPCPP to the MutT protein in the 
absence of divalent cations was monitored by the effects of the nucleo- 
tide on the chemical shifts of the side chain and backbone NH and 15N 
resonances in  a series of HSQC experiments (Marion et al., 1989). A 

modified Bruker AM 600  NMR spectrometer (Kay et al., 1990;  Weber  et 
at., 1992) operating at  600 MHz for protons and at  60.8 MHz for 16N was 
used. The enzyme  (1.5 m ~ )  enriched with I6N as described  previously 
(Weber et al., 1993) in a solution containing 5.8 m~ Tris-dll-C1,  pH 7.4, 
20 m~ NaCl, 0.1 m~ EDTA, 0.34 m~ NaN3, and 10% DZO at 32 "C, was 
titrated with AMPCPP  followed  by the acquisition of an HSQC spec- 
trum  at each point of the titration. The changes in chemical shiRs of 
selected amide proton and 15N resonances were fit by a hyperbolic 
titration curve to yield the dissociation constant Kl of the binary 
MutT.AMPCPP  complex. 

The concentration of free Mn2+ in  a solution containing free and 
bound Mn2+ was determined by electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) 
(Cohn and lbwnsend, 1954) at 9.15 GHz with a Varian E-4  EPR  spec- 
trometer. Bound  Mn2+  was  monitored by measurements of the longitu- 
dinal relaxation rate ( UT,) of water protons with a Seimco  pulsed NMR 
spectrometer at 24.3  MHz using a 180-~-90O pulse sequence as described 
previously (Carr and Purcell, 1954;  Mildvan and Engle, 1972). The 
observed enhancement ( E * )  of l/T1 by enzyme-bound  Mn2+ is defined as 

(Eq. 1) 

where UT, and l/T,.o equal the longitudinal relaxation rate of water in 
the presence and absence of Mn2+, and U P ,  and YP,., represent the 
same parameters in the presence of MutT. This observed enhancement 
(e*) has been  shown to be the weighted average of the enhancements 
caused by all forms of Mn2+. In a solution containing more than one 
Mn2+ species it has been  shown that 

E* = x I. [Mn2+]. 
[Mn2+J,. €1 

where [Mn2+], is the total Mn2+ present in solution, [Mn2+l, is the 
concentration, and 6, is  the enhancement of the  ith complex of Mn2+ 
(Mildvan and Cohn,  1963,  1966). 

Because the MutT.AMPCPP  complex was found to bind  two divalent 
cations, a method similar to that ofAnnstrong et al. (1979) was used to 
analyze properly the  titrations of MutT with metal ions and with AMP- 
CPP. A complete thermodynamic description of the binding of two metal 
ions (M) and one  AMPCPP  (A)  per  molecule of enzyme ( E ) ,  to  form 
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FIG. 1. M n B +  activation of the MutT  dGTPase. Panel A, initial 
velocity of the MutT reaction (mol of dGTP/mol of MutT/s) as a function 
of total MnClz concentration and at dGTP concentrations of  112 p~ ( 0 ) 

velocity of the MutT reaction as a function of free Mn2+ at 112 p~ 
and 10 p~ (x). Also present was 50 m~ Tris-C1,  pH  7.5. Panel B,  initial 

Mn2+.dGTP ( 0 )  and 10 p&n2+.dGTP (x). Panel C ,  double-reciprocal 
plot of the  data  inpanel B. Data inpanels B  and C are fit to the equation 
u = K,,t[Mn2*l,J(K,M"2' + [Mn2+lF). 
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at  10 ( O),  20 (O), 30 (x), 40 (+), and 50 (A) p~ Mn2+.dGTP. Also present was 50 mM Tris-C1, pH 7.5, and 33 n~ MutT. Panel E ,  secondary  plot of 
FIG. 2. Kinetics of activation of the MutT dGTPase by Mn". Panel A, double-reciprocal plot of initial velocity versus free Mn2+ concentration 

apparent YK,  of Mn2+ obtained from panel A versus [Mn2+.dGTPI  which  yields K,M"''. Panel C, secondary  plot of W,,,,,,, at  infinite [Mn2+l 
obtained from panel A against [Mn2+.dGTPl, which  yields KFz*.dCTP. Panel D ,  double-reciprocal  plot of initial velocity versus Mn2+.dGTP  concen- 
tration at 200 ( 0 ), 400 (O), 600 ( x ) ,  900 (+), and 1,500 (A) p~ Mn2+.dGTP. Panel E ,  secondary  plot of apparent VK, of Mn2+.dGTP obtained from 
panel D versus [Mnl,  which  yields KFZ+.dGTP. Panel F,  secondary  plot of apparent Wmax(appj at infinite [Mn2+.dGTPl obtained frompanel 0, against 
[Mn2+lF which  yields KP'*. [Mn2+l, and [Mn2+.dGTPl  were determined using Kd (Mn2+.dGTF') = 10 M. In panels A and D, data  are shown  with 
the lines computed by weighted least squares analysis. In panels E ,  C, E ,  and F: lines are computed by least  squares analysis. 

aquaternary E" complex, requires 12  dissociation constants as de- Hence,  only 6 of the 12  dissociation constants are independent. From 
fined in Table 11. From their definitions (Table 111, Equation 2 the following  holds. 

K4K9 = K5K11 = K3K6 

KzK4 = KIKlo  = K3K8 

(Eq. 4) + ([EAW"T)E,E^" + ([EMAHMhk- + 2([EMA"Mlpkq 
Iterative computer analysis was used to fit proton relaxation rate 

(Eq. 5) titration data to Equation 6 using concentrations determined from the 
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12 dissociation Constants. The independently measured parameters 
used in this analysis were the five dissociation constants K1,  Kz, K3, Klo, 
and Kll, and the two enhancement factors e p  and EP. Also known were 
[ElT, [MIT, [&, and the obsemed enhancement E* at each titration 
point. The parameters, which were searched by computer,  included one 
dissociation constant (Kc) and two enhancement factors (& and E& The 
interrelationships of Equations 3-5 were then used to evaluate the 
remaining dissociation constants. The dissociation constants for the 
corresponding  Mg2+ complexes were determined by competition studies 
with Mn2+, monitoring the free  Mn2+ by  EPR and the bound  Mn2+  by E*, 
the observed enhancement factor. 

RESULTS 

Kinetic  Studies 
Manganese-activated dGTPase-The reaction velocity of an 

enzyme-catalyzed  reaction as a function of the  total concentra- 
tion of a metal  activator at constant  substrate concentration 
usually shows a hyperbolic dependence (Dixon and Webb, 
1964). However, when MutT is titrated  with a metal activator, 
no reaction is detected until  the  metal concentration exceeds 
that of the nucleotide substrate. Fig. lA shows two such  titra- 
tions  with Mn2+ at two different  concentrations of dGTP. This 
effect is explained by the  tight dissociation constant for metal 
nucleotide complexes (10 p for Mn2+.ATP) and  similar NTPs 
(Dawson et  al., 1986). Fig. 1B shows that, if such a constant is 
used  to calculate the  amount of free  metal,  thereby  treating 
Mn2+.dGTP as the  true  substrate,  the reaction velocity is hy- 
perbolically dependent on the  free  metal concentration.  Such a 
curve  yields a Km(app) and Vmm(app) for a metal  activator at  
specific metal-NTP concentrations  (Fig. 1C). 

By varying both metal  and  substrate concentrations and 
measuring  the  initial reaction velocity (Fig.  2), five kinetic  pa- 
rameters  can be determined for metal-activated enzymes as 
defined in Scheme 1. The  kinetic  data  in  this  study  are  fit  to 
Scheme 1 using  the  general  rate  equation of Dixon and Webb 
(1964). Fig. 2.4 shows the dependence of l/u on l/[Mn2+IF at 

K d  
M ~+.NTP 

M'++ dcrp e M ~ ~ G T P  

SCHEME 1 

different  concentrations of Mn2+.dGTP. The  data  are fit using 
least  squares  analysis weighted to  the free metal concentra- 
tions. The  extrapolation of a linear plot of l/Km(app) of M2+ 
versus substrate concentration to zero substrate (Fig. 2 B )  (Ser- 
persu  et al., 1986)  reveals a K Y  of 230 2 72 w. The K, of 
Mn2+.dGTP at infinite  metal concentration KP2*'dGTP is deter- 
mined to be 6.3 2 0.5 w from a secondary plot of lNmax(app) 
versus 1/[Mn2+.dGTPl (Fig. 2C). 

The  same  data, when  plotted in  the form l/v versus 
1/[Mn2+.dGTP] at varying levels of Mn2+, can be used to deter- 
mine  the  other kinetic constants  in Scheme 1 (Fig. 2 0 ) .  
KF2+.dGTP for a metal-activated enzyme  reaction can be deter- 
mined to be 22 & 13 w by extrapolation of Km(app)  (Mn2+.dGTP) 
to zero Mn2+ (Fig. 2 E ) .  KP" is found from Fig. 2F to be 26 2 10 
w. Secondary  plots of Fig. 2, C and F, both yield the  same kcat 
value for the reaction at infinite metal  and infinite substrate of 
0.19 2 0.01 s-l (Table I). 

Magnesium-activated dGTPase-Fig. 3 shows that Mg2+ ac- 
tivates MutT in a manner  similar  to Mn2+. A sigmoidal velocity 
dependence on total [M$+l (Fig. 3 A )  becomes hyperbolic in 
terms of free [Mg2+l (Fig. 3B) when a 50 w binding constant for 
Mg2+.dGTP (Dawson et  al., 1986) is used.  A double-reciprocal 
plot (Fig. 3C) yields an  intersecting  pattern of lines at different 
substrate concentrations. In a more detailed  study  (not shown) 
all of the  constants  in Scheme 1 were determined for Mg2+. The 
concentration of MutT  was  again  33 m, the [M$+.dGTPl was 
varied from 200 to 1,000 W, and  the [M$+], varied from 1,000 
to 12,000 w. 

The  resulting kinetic parameters  are compared with  those 
obtained with Mn2+ in Table I. The  values of kc,, show that 
Mn2+ supports 20-fold less  activity than M$+. However, the 
K,"', KE", KF2t.dGTP, and KE2*.GTP are each tightened 45-568- 
fold with Mn2+, resulting  in  similar  catalytic efficiencies (kcat/ 
K,) for both Mn2+- and Mg2+-activated  MutT  dGTPase. The 
apparent affinity of the enzyme for M$+-dGTP is highly de- 
pendent on the presence of the second metal ion, as seen by the 
44-fold tighter K, MgZ*.dGTP (284 w) when compared with the 
K y ' d G T P  (12.5 mM). A smaller 3.5-fold tightening effect of the 
same  type is found with  Mn2+-activated MutT (Table I). 

Inhibition by AMPCPP-To probe the thermodynamics of 
substrate binding to MutT, a nonhydrolyzable substrate analog 
was  required. Fig. 4  shows the kinetics of inhibition of  AMP- 
CPP  using  either Mn2+ or M e  as the activator. Since the  data 
in Figs. 1-3 show that  the  rate of reaction is highly dependent 
on the concentration of free metal, great care  was  taken  to 
carry  out  such competition experiments  under conditions of 

TABLE I 
Comparison of kinetic constants  with  appropriate  dissociation  constants of metal and nucleotide complexes of MutT 

P M  S" 

Mn2+ 230 2 72 26 f 10 22 f 13 6.3 2 0.5 42 2 10 10" 
Mg2+ 14,600 2 7,000 

0.19 2 0.01 
1,710 f 660 12,500 2 6,200 284 f 75 2.400 ? 500 50" 3.96 2 0.06 

Dissociation constants 

P M  

Mn2+ 130 f 40' 16.2 2 2.0d 135 2 30' 
Mg2+ 7,500 2 1,200' 932 f 100' 2,400 ? 1,5008 284 f 22Oe 1,300 f 900 

16.4 f 4.2' 29.4 2 7.4 
50 f 20" 
12 f 5' 

a From Dawson et al. (1986). 
Weighted average of Kt"AM and KY;AM as described  under "Results." 
Determined by  EPR and  PRR. 
Determined by  EPR. 

e Determined by  PRR. 
f Determined by  PRR in competition with Mn2+. 
8 Determined from Equations 3-5. 
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FIG. 3. Mg3' activation of the MutT  dGTPase. Panel A, initial 
velocity of the MutT reaction (mol of dGTP/mol of MutT/s) as a function 
of total MgClz concentration, and at dGTP concentrations of 1,140 p~ 
(O), 640 prd (O), and 112 p~ (x). Panel B, initial velocity of MutT 
reaction as a function of free Mgz+ concentration and at Mg2+.dGTP 
concentrations of 1,140 p~ ( 0 ), 640 p~ (O), and 112 p~ (x). Also present 

plot of the  data  inpanel B. Data inpanels B and C are fit to the equation 
was 50 m~ Tris-C1,  pH 7.5, and 33 n~ MutT. Panel C, double-reciprocal 

u = $,t[Mg2+l~(K~2' + [Mg''],). 

constant free metal. At 1 m free Mn2+  Mn2+.AMPCPP is  a 
linear competitive inhibitor (Fig. 4A) with a Ki of  42 f 10 p ~ ,  
about 4-fold weaker than  the Km(app) for  Mn2+.dGTP.  Fig. 4B 
shows the Ki of  M$+.AMPCPP versus  M$+.dGTP at  8 m free 
[Mg2+].  Mg2+.AMPCPP is also a  linear competitive inhibitor 
with a Ki of 2,400 500 p ~ .  Again, this is 4.8-fold weaker than 
the Km(app) for  M$+.dGTP at  this level of  [M$+lF. A compari- 
son of Ki values (Table I) reveals Mn2+.AMPCPP to be a 57-fold 
more potent inhibitor than  MF.AMPCPP. 

Binding  Studies 
Separate thermodynamic experiments were done to analyze 

metal and nucleotide binding to MutT, since kinetic data alone 
can often be explained by more than one mechanism. Mn2+ was 
used as a paramagnetic probe since the kinetics suggest a simi- 
lar mode  of activation by Mn2+.  Both  EPR and NMR spectros- 
copy were  used to evaluate the thermodynamics of metal and 

AMPCPP binding to MutT. The measured dissociation con- 
stants  are defined in Table 11. 

Binary Complexes-Fig.  5A shows the  results of a  titration of 
MnClz  from  117 to 1053 p~ in the presence of 379 p~ MutT, 
measuring the free Mn2+ by EPR. The Scatchard plot in Fig. 5A 
shows that MutT protein binds Mn2+ at 0.91 2 0.10 sites with 
a Kf" of 163 t 30 p ~ .  The enhancement factor (E*) was meas- 
ured at each  point in this  titration  and corrected  for the free 
Mn2+ by the EPR data according to Equation 2. The resulting 
e p  value was 17 2 4.  When this eb value was used to recalcu- 
late  [Mn2+lFJ[Mn2+l~ from the observed enhancement, e*, at 
each point in  the titration,  a Scatchard analysis yielded a stoi- 
chiometry of 0.74 2 0.20 and a Kf" of 100 f 50 p~ in reasonable 
agreement with the EPR data. The average value of Kf" (130 
2 40 p ~ )  is comparable to  the kinetically determined activator 
constant of Mn2+, K F  = 230  72 p~ (Table I). 

The substrate analog AMPCPP was found, both by EPR and 
by  UT1  of water protons, to bind  one  Mn2+  ion with a dissocia- 
tion constant (K3) of 12 f 5 p~ and an enhancement factor 
(EY) of 1.8 f 0.5. These values are very similar to those previ- 
ously  found  for  MnZ+.ATP  (Mildvan and Cohn,  1966). 

In the absence of metal ions, nucleotides bind  very  weakly to 
MutT. Thus, no interaction between  MutT and dGTP was de- 
tected using a nitrocellulose filter binding assay at 2.5 m~ 
levels of nucleotide and 600 p~ enzyme, indicating a dissocia- 
tion constant exceeding 2.5 mM. 15N-enriched  MutT was then 
titrated with AMPCPP and the changes in chemical shifts of 
selected side chain and backbone NH and 15N resonances were 
monitored in consecutive HSQC spectra (not shown). As AMP- 
CPP bound to MutT, changes in NH and 15N chemical shifts 
occurred in nine backbone and one side chain amide groups, the 
largest change (0.08 ppm in  the proton  dimension and 0.22  ppm 
in  the 15N dimension) occurring in the side chain 15NH reso- 
nances of a Gln  or Asn residue. These changes in chemical shift, 
as a function of AMPCPP concentration, were  well fit by a 
hyperbolic titration curve (not shown), yielding a dissociation 
constant (K1) of 5,100 600 p~ under the conditions  given 
under "Methods." Similar analyses of changes in chemical 
shifts of backbone 15NH resonances yielded the same Kl value, 
within experimental error. 

Ternary and Quaternary Complexes-Fig.  5B shows a 
Scatchard plot of the combined results of  two  MnC12 titrations 
in  the presence of either 20 p~ AMPCPP with 20 p~ MutT or 40 
p~ MutT with 40 p~ AMPCPP.  At concentrations of Mn2+ below 
16 p ~ ,  and at site occupancies < 0.6, the level of free Mn2+  could 
not be determined accurately by EPR  because of the  tightness 
of the metal binding.  Hence the dissociation constant of the 
tighter  site could  not  be evaluated by this experiment. The 
Scatchard plot  shows that a total of  2.0 2 0.1 Mn2+ are bound to 
the MutT.AMPCPP complex with a dissociation constant of 
16.2 f 2.0 p~ for the weaker of the two sites, consistent with the 
dual divalent cation requirement found by the kinetic analysis. 
Moreover, this dissociation constant agrees with the kinetically 
determined KF2+ of  26 f 10 p~ obtained with Mn2+.dGTP as 
substrate (Table I), suggesting it to be Kll (Table 11). The pres- 
ence of the nucleotide  AMPCPP thus increases the stoichiom- 
etry of Mn2+ binding to MutT to 2.0 and  raises  the affinity of 
MutT for Mn2+ by at least %fold (Fig. 5B and Tables I  and 11). 

The enhancement factor ( E * )  of water protons was deter- 
mined at each point in  the  titration of MutT.AMPCPP with 
Mn2+ and corrected for free [Mn2+] as described  above. A plot of 
the enhancement factor due to bound  Mn2+ (Q,) against Mn2+ 
site occupancy  (Fig. 5C) shows a  linear increase with occu- 
pancy. The average enhancement for the  quaternary complex 
E(Mn2+)2AMPCPP (E,) is estimated as 7.1 f 1.0 by linear ex- 
trapolation to a site occupancy of  2.0. The average enhance- 
ment (et) of either possible ternary complex,  or 
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FIG. 4. Inhibition of MutT dGTPase by A " P .  Panel A, d o u b l e - ~ p r ~ ~  plot of initial velocity against Mnz+.dGTP concentration at 1 m 
free Mnz+ and 0.0 (O), 50 (Of, 100 (x), 200 (+), and 300 p~ (A) Mnz+.Ahf~PP. The inset shows the secondary plot of the slope uersus 
[hfnZ+-AMPCPP]. Also present was 50 RIM Tris-C1,  pH 7.5. Panel B,  double-reciprocal plot of initial velocity against Mg+-dGTF' concentration at  
8 x n ~  free M e  and 0.0 (01, 1.0 (01, 2.0 (x), 4.0 (+), and 6.0 x n ~  (A) Mgz+.AhfPCPP. The inset shows the secondary plot of slope uersus 
[Me.AMPCPP]. In panels A and B the lines were computed using weighted least  squares analysis. In both insets unweighted linear  least  squares 
analyses were used. 
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TABLE I1 

Dissociation Constants of Mn2+, Mg2+, and  AMPCPP  complexes of 
Mutl: and enhancement factors of Mn2+ complexes 

Parameter Definition With Mna+ With  Mg2' 

K~ (E)(A)I(EA) 
PM PM 

5,100 * 600  5,100 f 600 
Kz (WEHEM) 
K3 (A)(M)/(AM) 
K4 (EMXAHEMA) 636 f 224  630 f 140 
Ks (EM)(A)I(EAM) 12.3 2 6.6 
Ks ( E M ) ( A M ) I ( E " )  
K, (EA)(M)I(EAM) 
Ks (E)(AM)I(EMA) 
KB (EMA)(MY(E") 0.31 f 0.19 
Km (MXEA)I(EMA) 
4 1  (M)(EAM)I(E") 
K1z (E)(AM)I(~AM) 135 * 30  2,400 f 1,500 

130 f 40  7,500 f 1,200 
12 2 5 50 f 20 

16 f 8 
16.4  4.2  284 f 220 
0.32 f 0.15 
6,900 f 3,100  95,000 f 41,000 

23 f 11 

22 f 14 
16.2 f 2.0  932 f 100 
16.2 f 2.0 932 f 100 

cy dMn2+.AMPCPP) 
CY E(E.Mn2+) 
et c(E.AMPCPP.Mn2+) 4.7 2 0.45 
~4 dE.Mn2+.AMPCPP.Mn2+) 8.7  1.4 

1.8 f 0.5 
17 f 4 

EADIPCPP.Mn~+, is approximated as 3.1 f 1.0 by linear extrapola- 
tion of Et, to zero site occupancy (Fig. 5C) (Armstrong et al., 
1979). 

The values for and eq thus obtained are initial  estimates 
since  AMPCPP is not saturating. These values were refined 
using computer analysis of titrations of enzyme and Mn2+ with 
AMPCPP, measuring the enhancement E* of water protons. 
Four such titrations (Fig. 6) show the dependence of E* on 
[AMPCPP] at several concentrations of total Mn2+. The ob- 
served decrease in enhancement upon  AMPCPP binding is 
qualitatively indicative of the formation of a metal-bridge com- 
plex. An alternative hypothesis, that  the observed decrease in 
enhancement is caused by the simple removal of the enzyme- 
bound metal by the nucleotide, is unlikely since under the 
experimental conditions, all of  AMPCPP was in the form 
Mn2+.AMPCPP, and AMPCPP can bind only  one metal tightly. 
The titrations of Fig. 6 were fit to Equation 6 by computer 
analysis, taking into account all 12 of the dissociation constants 
as defined in Table I1 and  their relationships (Equations 3-5). 
Klo and Kl l ,  which describe the binding of metal to the enzyme 
site of MutT.AMPCPP and of MutT.AMPCPP.Mn2+, respec- 
tively, were both assumed to be 16.2 2 2.0 w as found in Fig. 
5B.2 Initial  estimates of et and were determined as shown in 
Fig. 5C, and  an initial  estimate for Ks was made from the Ki of 
AMPCPP in  the Mn2+-activated reaction. The fits were refined 
by varying Kl, Kz, K3, Klo,   Kl l ,  E? and E? within their ex- 
perimental errors. The results of the best fits, together with the 
experimental data from four typical titrations, are shown in 
Fig. 6, and  the resulting  constants are given in Table 11. 
To compare the dissociation constant of Mn2+.AMPCPP with 

the kinetically determined Ki of Mn2+.AMPCPP,  one must take 
into account the fact that under the conditions of the kinetic 
experiment, the inhibitor, Mn2+.AMPCPP, binds to both free 
enzyme (K l z )  and to the enzyme.Mn2+ complex (Ks). From the 
measured value of the dissociation constant of the binary 
enzyme.Mn2+ complex (Kz = 130 w), at 1 m free Mn2+ and 33 
I ~ M  MutT, 11% of the enzyme is free, and 89% is in a binary 
enzyme.Mn2+ complex. A correspondingly weighted average of 
Klz  (135 w) and K6 (16.4 w) for Mn2+.AMPCPP binding to free 
MutT and to MutT.Mn2+, respectively, is 29 7 w, which 
agrees, within error, with the Ki of Mn2+.AMPCPP of 42 f 10 1" 
(Table I). 

Alternative assumptions that the 16.2 m site represents the disso- 
ciation constants of  Mn2+  from the enzyme-bound  nucleotide (K,, Kg) or 
that the dissociation constants K7, Kg, Kl0, and Kll were all equal to 
16.2 w led to poor fits to the titration data of Fig. 6 and to unreasonable 
values for K,, and Ke, the dissociation constants of  Mn.AMPCPP  from 
MutT and  MutT.Mn2+,  respectively. 
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FIG. 5.  Mnz+ binding by MutT and Mut-AMPCPP. Panel A, 
Scatchard  plot of  Mn2+ titrated from 117 to 1,053 1.1~ with 379 phi MutT. 
Also present was 50 m Tris-Cl,  pH 7.5. Panel B,  Scatchard  plot  show- 
ing the data from panel A (0) for comparison,  and the data from two 
titrations of  Mn2+ (16-129 w MnC1,) with 20 1.1~ MutT and 20 
AMPCPP (A) or 40 m MutT  and 40 w AMPCPP (0). Also present  was 
50 m Tris-C1,  pH 7.5. The  broken  line indicates that adequate  data 
could  not  be  obtained in the region of  low site occupancy.  Panel C, plot 
of the enhancement of UT1 of water  protons  caused by  bound  Mn2+ ( 4  
as a  function of  Mn2+ site occupancy.  Lines in panels A 4  are  computed 
using linear least squares analysis. 

Mg2+ Binding-The dissociation constants, Kz, KV, Kg, K ~ O ,  
and Kll for  Mgz+ were determined by competition with Mn2+ 
(Serpersu et al., 1986) monitoring the appearance of free Mn2+ 
by EPR (not shown) and by the decrease in E* resulting from 
the displacement of bound  Mn2+ (Fig. 7). Fig. 7A shows the 
displacement of Mn2+ by M e  from the binary MutT.Mn2+ 
complex. This experiment was repeated at  three  other concen- 
trations of Mn2+ ranging from 34.3 to 102.8 w. Consistent with 
competition between Mn2+ and M e  for a single binding site, 
complete displacement of Mn2+ was detected by EPR, and a 
self-consistent Kfgz'"utT was calculated to be 7.5 2 1.2 m. This 
value is comparable to the activator constant of M e  (K, = 14.6 

7 mM) determined kinetically (Table I). In  the presence of 
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Fro. 6. Titrations of the MutT"na+ complex with AMPCPP. A 
solution  containing  AMPCPP and the  other  components of the  titration, 
to avoid  dilution, was added stepwise to solutions containing 80 p 
MutT and MnClz concentrations of 294 w (01,306 p (A), 382 p ( 0 ), 
and 574 p (0). Also present  was 50 nm Ms-Cl, pH 7.5. The curues 
represent E* values computed using  the  parameters  given in Table 11. 

E* 

t 
FIG. 7. Displacement of M n B +  hrom MutT*Mna+ complexes by 

M e .  Panel A, titration of 214 p MutT  and 68 w MnClz with a 
solution  containing  MgCl,  and  the  other  components of the  titration,  to 
avoid  dilution. Panel B,  titration of 20 p MutT, 43 p AMPCPPC, and 
91.4 MnClz with a solution  containing  MgClz  and  other  components 
of the titration. Also present was 50 rn Tris-C1, pH 7.5. Dissociation 
constants for Mg2+ were determined by the method of Serpersu et al. 
(1986) and are given in Table XI. 

AMPCPP  (Fig. 7B) M$+ also displaced bound  Mn2+. Four such 
titrations at Mn2+ concentrations ranging from 68 w to 114 w 
reveal simple competition by the above criteria  and yield aver- 
age values of Klo and Kll of 0.9 % 0.1 - which agree with the 
kinetically determined K F  of 1.7 rt 0.7 n m  (Table I). These 

titrations also permitted the evaluation of KYmPCPP.MgP' and 
K~Mg"'.AMPCPP.Mg2' by competition with Mn2+ at the correspond- 
ing nucleotide site. KYmPCpp was measured independently by 
NMR, as described  above.  Since KF'AMPCPP was shown  above 
to be equal to K3MnZf'ATP (Mildvan and Cohn, 19661, it was rea- 
sonably assumed that KFzr.mPCPP was equal to Krg2"ATP (Daw- 
son et aE., 1986). With K l ,  Kz, K3, K7, K9, Klo, and K I 1  in hand, 
the remaining dissociation constants for the 
MutT.M$+,~PCPP.Mgz+ complex  could  be calculated from 
Equations 3-5 and are listed in Table 11. 

Substrate Properties of C o 3 + [ ~ ~ ~ ~ P - F i g .  8A shows the 
substitution inert  0,ybidentate complex Co3+(NH3),A~ to be 
a substrate for MutT, as monitored by the appearance of AMP, 
only in  the presence of added M e  (20 mM) or Mn2+ ( 2  mrd (not 
shown), confirming that a second metal, in addition to the one 
complexed by the nucleotide, is essential for catalysis. After 
prolonged incubation for 6 h at 23 "C, approximately 50% of the 
racemic mixture of Co3+(NH3),ATP is hydrolyzed as shown in 
Fig. 8A and in five separate experiments. After such  prolonged 
incubation, MutT remains active. Thus, when additional 
Co3+(NH3),ATP is added, half is again hydrolyzed  (Fig. 8 A ) .  
The maximal velocity of hydrolysis of Co3+(NH3),ATP  by  Mg2+- 
activated MutT is 4 x 10" s-'. In comparison, the correspond- 
ing maximal velocity with Mgz+.ATP as  substrate is 0.08 s-l 
under the same conditions. These kinetic experiments thus 
indicate that MutT is 5% as active on  Co3+(NH3),ATP as on 
Mg't.ATP under otherwise identical conditions, but only  on  one 
of the two stereoisomers of the Co3+  complex. 

Because of chirality at  the 0-phosphorus, Co3+(NH3),ATP as 
prepared consists of a racemic mixture of the A and A stereo- 
isomers (Fig. 8B ). The CD spectrum of this racemic mixture has 
both positive and negative ellipticity in  the region of absorption 
by  Co3+ because of imperfect cancellation of the CD spectra of 
the two stereoisomers (Fig. 8B) (Granot et al., 1979). Changes 
in  the CD spectrum of the mixture with time are observed in 
the presence of MutT only when M$+ (20 m) is also present 
(Fig. 8B 1, confirming the requirement for a second metal ion in 
addition to the one coordinated by the nucleotide.  When both 
MutT and Mg2' are present, the positive ellipticity disappears 
with time, indicating the loss of the A isomer, and the negative 
ellipticity of the A isomer remains (Fig. 8B). Since the negative 
ellipticity of the A stereoisomer has been established by x-ray 
crystallography (Merrit et al., 1978), the  data of Fig. 8B estab- 
lish the stereoselectivity of MutT for the A stereoisomer of 
Co3+(NH3),ATP. 

In a separate experiment, the  authentic A isomer of 
Co3+(NH3),ATP, prepared by treatment of the racemic mixture 
with glucose and hexokinase (which also prefers the A stereo- 
isomer) and purified, gave a CD spectrum identical to that of 
the stereoisomer remaining after the MutT reaction. Prolonged 
incubation of the A isomer of Co3+(NH3),ATP with a high con- 
centration of MutT (160 p t )  and M e  (20 mM) showed  negli- 
gible  hydrolysis of the A isomer ( ~ 6 % )  after 6 h at 23 "C. 

DISCUSSION 
Like several other enzymes that catalyze nucleophilic sub- 

stitution at the electron rich P-phosphorus of  NTP, the MutT 
enzyme requires two divalent cations for catalytic activity. 
Three lines of evidence support this conclusion. First, addi- 
tional Mn2+ (or Mg2+)  well  beyond that required to saturate 
dGTP is necessary to activate hydrolysis  (Figs. 1-3). Second, 
although MutT alone binds one Mn2+ (or M e )  per mol  of 
enzyme, the MutT complex of the  substrate analog AMPCPP 
binds two divalent cations, with dissociation constants at the 
weaker site very similar to those found by kinetic analysis (Fig, 
5 and Table I). Third, the A stereoisomer of the substitution 
inert Co3+(NH3),ATP  complex shows substrate activity with 
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FIG. 8. Hydrolysis of C o S * ( N a , f ~ T P  in the  presence of MutT. PawE A, percent Co3+(NH3)&TP hydrolyzed as determined  by AMP formed 

in reaction mixtums containing 3.5 m~ Co3+(NH3)&TP and 60 p~ MutT f 0 f ,30  p~ MutT plus 20 m~ MgClz (01, or 60 p d  MutT plus 20 m~ MgC1, 

B,  circular  dichroism  spectra  of 5.0 m~ Co3+(N~)&TP alone (El), with 37 p~ MutT (+), or with 37 p~ MutT plus 20 m~ MgCI, ( 0 f &r 6 hat 23 "C 
(U). Also present was 50 m~ Ikis-CI, pH 7.5. After 6 h, as indicated by the arrow, the concentration  of C o ~ + ( ~ 3 ~ & T P  was doubled to 7.0 m ~ .  Pawl 

in 50 mar Tris-C1, pH 7.5. Insets show the structures of the A isomer,  which  contributes to the positive  ellipticity, and the A isomer,  which  contributes 
to the negative  ellipticity. 

MutT, but only in the presence of added M e  or Mn2+, estab- 
lishing that the nucleotide-bound metal alone is not sufticient 
for catalytic activity (Fig. 8). 

The  coordination  scheme of the active complex is likely to be 
a metal-bridge complex  of the form enzyme.M2+.NTP-M2+ 
based  on  five lines of evidence. First,  the enzyme.M2+ complex 
binds M2+*NTP significantly  more tightly than does the free 
enzyme as found by kinetic studies with both  Mn2+ and M$+ 
{KE2"dGw << Ky-dGw) (Table I) and by direct binding studies 
with M n z + . ~ P P  (ICYAFB <-&fim) (Table 11). Second,  bind- 
ing of Mz+.NTp to the enzyme raises the affinity of the enzyme 
for M2+ as found  both by kinetic studies (K:% <c ICY") (Table I) 
and by metal binding studies with both  Mn2+ and M$+ 

KEM'" e< KfM) (Table 11). Third, changing the divalent cation 
activator from Mn2+ to Mg2+ significantly  weakens the binding 
of the metal-nucleotide to the enzyme-metal complex, as de- 
tected by kinetic analysis (KEg2".dGTp >> and 
Kfils2*.AMPCPP >> KfIn2+.*PCPP) (Table I), and by binding studies 

direct interaction of the enzyme-bound metal with M2+*-AMP- 
CPP. Fourth, the paramagnetic effect of enzyme-bound  Mn2+  on 
UT1 of water protons is markedly decreased on binding ofAMP- 
CPP or Mnz+.~PCPP.  Thus, the 17-fold enhancement factor 
in  the binary enzyme-Mn2+ complex decreases to average val- 
ues of  4.7 in  the  ternary complex and to 8.7 in the quaternary 
complex (Table 11). indicating decreased  access of water protons 

(KtMg2+AMKPPW >> KfMn2+.~PCPP.MnZ+) (Table II), suggesting a 
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to enzyme-bound  Mn2+  when  AMPCPP or Mn2+.AMPCPP is 
bound. Fifth, although the substitution  inert p,y-bidentate 
Co3+(NH3)&TP is a relatively poor substrate, its activity in  the 
presence of Mg2' indicates that  the nucleotide-bound metal is 
likely to be P- and y-coordinated and need not be directly coor- 
dinated to the e n ~ y m e . ~  Clearly, a major catalytic role of the 
nucleotide-bound metal ion is to activate the P-phosphoryl 
group for  nucleophilic attack by electron withdrawal and, pos- 
sibly, by transition state stabilization. 

Four possible catalytic roles for the enzyme-bound divalent 
cation in the active, quaternary MutT.M2+.dGTP.M2+ complex 
may be considered. First, like the nucleotide-bound metal ion, 
the bridging divalent cation may also coordinate the P-phos- 
phoryl group, further activating this electron-rich position for 
nucleophilic attack. Second, by coordinating the a-phosphoryl 
group of  dGTP, the bridging metal ion may facilitate the depar- 
ture of the leaving group, dGMP. Third, the enzyme-bound 
divalent cation may coordinate and activate the other sub- 
strate,  the attacking water molecule. Fourth, the bridging 
metal ion may adjust the protein conformation, bringing ap- 
propriate catalytic groups into contact with both substrates. 
NMR studies of the  structure of the quaternary complex  formed 
by phosphoribosyl pyrophosphate synthetase revealed the en- 
zyme-bound Mn2+ to form a second sphere 
en~yme.Mn~+(H~0).A'I"Co~+(NH~)~ complex (Granot et al., 
1980). With the enzymes phosphoenolpyruvate synthase  and 
pyruvate-orthophosphate dikinase, NMR and EPR studies  in- 
dicate a role of the enzyme-bound metal as coordinating the 
nonnucleotide substrate, pyruvate (Berman and Cohn,  1970; 
Kofron et al., 1988).  Proof of a MutT.M2+.NTP.M2+  complex 
and elucidation of the precise  roles of the two metal ions will 
require detailed structural  studies by  NMR, which are in pro- 
gress (Abeygunawardana et al., 1993; Weber et al., 1993). 
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With the more active MnZ+. and Mg2+.NTP  complexes, the nucleo- 
tide-bound metal may  also  receive ligands from the enzyme as sug- 
gested by the increases in Kyz*.dGTe (Table I) and in K?im (Table 11) on 
changing the divalent cation from  Mn2+ to Mg*+. 
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